
Ecole Cuá 
 
While Mexico City is not what comes into your mind when you think about 
Funk and Soul music, we are one of the iconic bands that are starting to 
shape the independent scene of the new millennium.  
 
Our sound tries to connect with the classic sonority of these genres, and 
shape it into a locally produced musical identity, by including electronic 
elements and our influences from Hip Hop, Jazz, Rock and Disco. 
 
While our sound is brimmed with groove, our lyrics address romantic topics 
and the current affairs of Mexican society and politics. 
 
Our premise is to use music as a vehicle for positive and deep messages, as a 
counterattack to the commercial tendency to devalue the subject matter of 
current popular artists. 
 
Our name comes from the Italian expression “eccolo qua”, which literally 
means, “Here it is”. However, this Italianism was incorporated as slang in 
Mexico City’s neighborhoods, having a more assertive meaning: “that’s the 
way” or “right on”.  
 
2016 was our debut year and we have already launched our first EP, Groove 
de Barrio, with The Box Note record label.  
 
Ecole Cuá is formed by Roy Cadet, on keyboards and lead vocals; Jorge La 
Furia Camarena, on guitar; Fernando Mendoza, on bass guitar; Zelman 
Nochlin, on drums; and Suna Álvarez, on background and lead vocals.  
 
Groove de Barrio, our debut record, features four singles:  
 

1- Groove de Barrio, a criticism to Mexican artists singing in English. 
Includes scratch by DJ Chas Ch Crew. 

2- Orianna, a song that addresses the immigration crisis in México, by 
telling the story of a little girl crossing the country alone, in search for 
her mother, who’s living and working in the USA. 

3- Perfecto, a beautifully composed and round song that addresses the 
“Perfect Love”.  

4- Sintéticos, a song that talks about the plastic goals in the life of 
ordinary people. A criticism to the insatiable principles of 
Neoliberalism. 


